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In the following we give several relationships which are used for the preliminary design and to
estimate the collider performance. We shall limit to the case of the performance during storage
and colliding mode.

Two of such relations are the relation between bending field B, the bending radius p and the
proton momentum p

B (Tesla) p (meter) = 3.3356p (GeV/c) (1)

and the minimum requirement of the collider luminosity L which scales with the beam energy E
according to

L= ( 1($3 cm-2 S-l) (E/20 TeV )2 (2)

We ;ha.11assume that the collider is made of two identical interjecting rings where the two
beams circulate in opposite directions otherwise with identical configuration, dimensions and
intensity. Both beams are bunched. We also assume, for simplicity, that the beams are “round”,
that is they have the same betatron emittance in the two transverse planes of oscillations, horizon-
tal and vertical. Also the two beams are exac~y round at the interaction point where the lattice
functions P* has also the same values in the two planes. Let
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the number of protons per bunch
the total number of bunches per beam
the revolution frequency at colliding energies
the revolution period at colliding energies
the rms beam size at the collision point
the rrns bunch length
total crossing angle
normalized rms betatron emitt.ante
bunch-to-bunch separation
collider circumference
velocity relativistic factor
energy relativistic factor
collider transition energy
number of betatron oscillations per revolution

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Department of Energy
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Luminosity and Beam-Beam Thne-Shift

We have, the luminosity

L = N2fo M/4na*2f

and the beam-beam tune-shift

Av = NrO/2~(l+f)

where r.= 1.535 x 10-18m is the classical proton radius, and the form factor

f = (l+qz)liz (5)

with

q = ac7/2cf* (6)

(3)

(4)

determines the luminosity reduction due to the crossing angle.
The crossing angle a is needed to avoid that beam bunches circulating in opposite direc-

tions, cross with each other also in other locations beside the main interaction point. The follow-
ing condition then must apply

aA12& >> [1 + (M2p*)2]l’2 (7). -_

To avoid that the luminosity is reduced unnecessarily by the longitudinal extension of the beam
bunches, the following condition also must be satisfied

q <~ P“ (8)

On the other end, to avoid enhancement of effects due to betatron synchrotronscoupling caused by
the modulation of the beam-beam interaction, one needs

!l<l (9)

The three conditions (7, 8 and 9) are always satisfied in the discussion that follows.

Microwave Longitudinal Instability

Define the peak current in the proton bunch

1P = N C~ / q (2#2 (lo)

then to avoid individual bunch instabilities, it is commonly accepted that one needs to insure that
the following stability criterion is satisfied



acceleration cycle to maintain constant closed-loop
dynamics as the synchrotronsfrequency changes.

Thegains are obtained in atwo step process. First an
LQR [**] optimization is done which weights heavily the
phase oscillation damping. From the resu king gains the
closed-loop poles are determined and then by pole-
placement, using Ackermann’s formul% analytic
expressions are derived for the gains as fhnctions of the
pole values and the synchrotronsfrequency.

5 BEAM PHASE MEASUREMENT

The phase of every bunch is measured on every turn by
the phase detector, illustrated in&gure 3.
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Figure 3. The bunch-by-bunch phase measurement
circuit. The l/Q components of the response of the Bessel
filter (Q=l O)are demodulated with the components of the
reference signal at 28 MHz. Digital rectangular-to-polar
conversion supplies the phase and magnitude.

The bunch signal from the wall current monitor
longitudinal pickup is applied to a namowband (Q=1O)
bessel filter centered at 28 MHz. The response of this
filter, which is a burst lasting for about 500 ns, is
demodulated in a double-sideband circuit with the 28
MHz cavity-drive signal. The resulting 1 and Q baseband
signals are digitized to 12 bits, and a dedicated DSP chip
(Pythagoras, Plessy #1234) performs the rectangular to
polar transformation. The resulting angle is the phase of
the bunch with respect to the rf drive signal. The
rectangular-to-polar conversion provides full zero to 360
degree unambiguous phase results.

The magnitude is used in an Automatic Gain Control
circuit which keeps the signal levels in range for the
ADCS. When RHIC has the full complement of 120
bunches the bunch spacing is less than the ringing time of
the filter. So a parallel bank of eight filters is used and the
bunch signals are de-multiplexed with GASFET switches
into the eight channels. To reduce video feedthrough and
achieve high dynamic range the control signal is
bandlimited to a sin(x)/x-type shape so that any
feedthrough is below the lower band edge of the filter.

The average phase over one turn is circulated in the
phase detector electronics before the data is sent to the
beam control DSP. During the injection process the new

bunch is masked out of the average until the injection
damper has corrected any phase or energy errors.

6 SYNCHRONIZATION, INJECTION
. AND COLLISION

RI-UC is filled one bunch at a time from the four
bunches in the AGS at 30 Hz repetition rate. The AGS
cycles at 0.5 H4 implying the nominaI fill of 60 bunches
can be loaded in 3&seconds. single bunch transfer is

i~dvantageousbecause’any fil1 pattern of the 360 buckets
in RHIC is allowed. Typically the pattern is selected to
:yield equal collision rates at all six interaction points.
‘The relative orientation of the gap between the two rings
is controlled by the collision synchronization system.

6.1 Bunch by bunch injection

The injection synchronization system provides the
triggers to the extraction injection kickers. and also a
reference signal to which the AGS bunches are locked.
Between each injection the phases of the kickers trigger
and the AGS reference signal must advance appropriately
to fill the desired bucket and provide that the AGS bunch
is at the kicker when it fires. The phasing of these signals
is effected by precise (2x10-10)control of the frequency of
the DDS with which they are generated. By switching to

a slightly (-30 Hz) offset frequency for a prescribed time
(a counted number of revolution periods) the bunches and
kickers trigger are aligned for filling the desired bunch
pattern.

6.2 Synchronization for collisions

The two rings of RHIC accelerate independently and
when the beam in each ring reaches full energy the radial
feedback is replaced with a ring-to-ring synchronization
system. The two rings are first synchronized to a master
oscillator at 197 MHz . Then the missing bunch gaps are
aligned by advancing the phase” of the synchronization
reference by the appropriate integral number of 197 MHz
periods.
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